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Leaf area index (LAI) is an important vegetation leaf structure parameter in forest and agricultural ecosystems. Remote

sensing techniques can provide an effective alternative to field-based observation of LAI. Different system configurations

(passive, active, and multisource sensors on different collection platforms) has been used to estimate forest and crop LAI.

The ease of use of empirical models supports these as the preferred choice for forest and crop LAI estimation. In terms of

scale issues, both spectral and spatial scales impact the estimation of LAI. Uncertainty coming from various sources

results in reduced accuracy in estimating LAI. 
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1. Introduction

Forest and agricultural systems are dominant components of the global ecosystem , and understanding how

management actions impact their growth patterns  and their effect on global climate is important . Leaf area index

(LAI) is one of many biophysical parameters that play a significant role in monitoring plant nutritional and health status and

can serve as an indicator of stress and damage . Moreover, LAI is an important input to many climate ,

ecological , terrestrial primary production  and crop growth  models. Since the 1990s, LAI estimation has been

widely studied in forest  and agricultural  systems. Breda , Jonckheere et al. , Weiss et al. , Chen , and

Qu  reviewed experiment design, sampling methods, instruments, and estimation theories for ground-based

measurements of LAI. Ground LAI measurement methods are generally divided into two major categories: direct and

indirect . Direct measurements include destructive sampling and litterfall collection and are more accurate than indirect

methods . Indirect measurements include using optical instruments and estimation models . Several devices have

been created to improve the efficiency of ground-based measurements of LAI . Based on the gap fraction, which

describes light penetration and the amount and distribution of openings in the canopy , indirect ground measurements

quantify effective LAI (eLAI). Effective LAI is a reduction of true LAI based on the clumping index, which characterizes the

effect of nonrandom spatial distribution of foliage on LAI measurements . Therefore, eLAI is smaller than true LAI .

Yan et al.  describe popular methods, recent advances, challenges, and perspectives of indirect optical ground

measurement of LAI, and present clumping correction methods to explain the conversion from eLAI to true LAI. However,

ground LAI measurements are labor-intensive, time-consuming, and may only be appropriate for small areas and small

stature crops rather than the large extents typical of forests and many agricultural applications.

The development of remote sensing techniques has provided powerful and effective tools for estimating the spatial

distribution of LAI for large areas and how LAI changes over time . The increased availability of a large number

of sensors with diverse spatial, spectral, temporal, and radiometric characteristics has led to consideration of spatial and

spectral scale effects becoming a crucial focus for effectively applying remote sensing data . Furthermore, the impact of

these scale effects varies from model to model  when remote sensing data is used for LAI estimation. Prior studies have

explored the field of LAI estimation from remotely sensed data. Baret and Buis  described methods and challenges with

canopy characteristic estimation from remote sensing observations, and suggested ways to improve retrieval

performance, including using prior information, and incorporating spatial or temporal constraints. Zheng and Moskal

reviewed inversion theories and methods of LAI estimation from different sensors and concluded that lidar data could

provide accurate, timely, and meaningful information to improve LAI estimation. Song  reviewed the use of optical

remote sensing in mapping LAI and discussed empirical approaches using spectral and spatial information, as well as

semi-empirical and biophysical approaches. Song  anticipated that new algorithms using complementary information

from different sensors would lead to the generation of better global LAI products. Chen  presented LAI principles and

algorithms and highlighted issues associated with LAI retrieval using remote sensing data, including the differences

among existing global LAI products and distorted seasonal variations of LAI. 
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2. Leaf Area Index Estimation Using Remote Sensing

Improving forest and crop LAI estimation from remotely sensed data depends on greater utilization of diverse data

sources, continued model enhancement, and further exploration of scale effects. There are few studies that report the use

of lidar remote sensing for crop LAI estimation, while radar remote sensing has limited application for forest LAI

estimation. The expanded use and fusion of different data sources and data types provides opportunities to improve LAI

estimation accuracy, consistency, and efficiency.

Beyond the data applied, there are opportunities to improve LAI estimation through continued development of empirical,

physical, and hybrid models. In the short-term, without general models, empirical models that require local validation are

currently recommended for forest and crop managers. However, continued work is needed to focus on using new

inversion algorithms based on machine learning methods to develop general models that mitigate the “ill-posed” problem

associated with physical model inversion. This will require the study of physical mechanisms of radiative transfer to

integrate local physiology and biochemistry parameter datasets from different sites and temperature zones.

A challenge in creating more generally applicable LAI estimation models is quantifying the scale effects arising from

application of images with various resolutions that lead to variable accuracy for LAI estimation. Quantitative exploration of

the scale relationship from different sensors can facilitate the utilization of multiple data sources. Spatial scale effects

appear to play a more important role for forest LAI estimation as compared to agricultural applications, which is likely

related to the impact of the greater pixel heterogeneity typical in forests.

More extensive use of methods to quantify uncertainty is needed to improve rigor in forest and crop LAI estimation and

validation. Bayesian approaches have been demonstrated as an effective method to quantify the uncertainty of LAI

estimation based on the uncertainty of the input parameters that affect LAI estimation. Further analysis is needed in order

to better analyze the quantitative effects of remote sensing data source, ground measurements, and related

environmental factors on LAI estimation.

The theoretical uncertainty of ground measurements, influence of scale mismatches, and the uncertainty of LAI estimation

are all interrelated. It is necessary to establish an appropriate experimental design to explore scale effects, while taking

into account the quantitative uncertainty of input factors in order to better understand and mitigate these challenges.

Through enhancing data applications, models, and uncertainty source analysis, remote sensing-based forest and crop LAI

estimation models will have greater potential to provide critical support of forest and agricultural management practices.
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